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Hi everyone,

Please see below the current status for Video Play Visual Refresh feature status.
Feature testing status: COMPLETED
We performed Full Testing on the latest Nightly 53.0a1 across platforms: Mac OS X 10.11 and 10.12, Ubuntu 16.04(x64),
Windows 10(x64).
1. Overall feature status after testing: YELLOW
Several issues were found during testing on Nightly 53.0a1, but four of them are worth of note with high impact for the
release of this feature: 1328060, 1333008, 1332807, 1327097.

2. Recommendation from QE: SHIP IT, CONDITIONALLY

Based on the test results, I’m conditionally signing off on this feature for the Aurora merge pending on the fix of the
following bugs in Aurora:





1328060 - Total time is partially overlapped by mute button in some cases (video controls aren't responsive)
1333008 - Pressing the space key do nothing after clicking Play/Pause button from the media control panel
1332807 - fix wrong color scheme and incorrect overlay hover opacity in Window
1327097 - Video doesn't seek if page prevented mousedown event or mouseup event

3. Manual Testing summary:




Focus Area
o New visual design is according with the specification
o Different video types integrate fine with the new design
Test Plan: https://wiki.mozilla.org/QA/Video_Play_Visual_Refresh
Detailed Test Results: Test Rail Results / as pdf

4. List of opened bugs:
See this query for the complete list with all the bugs opened.

5. Already known, high impact bugs encountered during sign off:





1328060 - Total time is partially overlapped by mute button in some cases (video controls aren't responsive)
1333008 - Pressing the space key do nothing after clicking Play/Pause button from the media control panel
1332807 - fix wrong color scheme and incorrect overlay hover opacity in Window
1327097 - Video doesn't seek if page prevented mousedown event or mouseup event
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Please let me know if you have any questions about this report.
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